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阐述了 JX 钨业具备的优势、劣势，面临的机遇和威胁。 后，在充分分析的基









































Chinese Tungsten industry has developed into a rational stage-localization of 
international competition and rationalization of domestic competition. Fujian JX 
Tungsten Company (hereafter referred as JX Company) should pay more attention to 
enterprise developing strategy in the aim to survive in the intense competition.  
Enterprise strategy makes the development direct and achievement of operation 
objective. This thesis is committed to find a feasible and suitable developing strategy 
for JX Company through analysis of the resources from both industry environment 
and enterprise character. 
The research of JX Company developing strategy is guided by basic theory of 
competition strategy. The thesis starts from the basic introduction of JC Company, 
then, uses SWOT to analyze both external and internal resources. At the end, the 
thesis proposes the competition strategy for JX Company. 
The research indicates that: 1. JX Company has more external opportunities than 
threat, more internal weakness than strength. 2. JX Company should start from 
specific strategy, then differential strategy, finally take low cost strategy. In the aim to 
realize low cost strategy, the company should form its core competitiveness and offer 
differential products or service to the market to get excess profit. 3. At the current 
stage of specific strategy, JX Company should take some measures such as enriching 
the resource, consolidating the market, perfecting the regulation, improving staff 
quality and strengthening technical research, etc. 
The thesis will be helpful to JX Company to realize the operational objective and 
continuous development.  
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